3 R’s Crossword Puzzle

Instructions: Use the clues provided to fill in the blank boxes. Unscramble the letters in the bolded boxes to find a mystery word.

ACROSS
1. the act of grouping things that are the same
3. a location where trash is collected
4. material that is used to make books
6. the act of breaking something down and making it into something new
7. the action of using something less
8. she is the mascot of Take Care of Texas
9. the planet we live on

MYSTERY WORD: __________________

DOWN
2. material you cannot use anymore
4. material that is used to make water bottles
5. he is the mascot for Take Care of Texas
7. the act of using something again
10. we throw trash into a trash __?
11. a drink can come in a tin __?
12. material used to make #11 DOWN
13. the 3 R’s help us save __?

Name: ____________________________ Date: ________________ Grade Level: 3-5
Answer Key
See below for answers.

Mystery word: ______conserve______